The initial development of negatively buoyant jets has been investigated experimentally and numerically, focusing on the role played by gravity in the evolution of the leading vortex ring. Under the experimental conditions considered in this work, the densimetric Froude number, Fr = j U j 2 / ͓͑ 0 − j ͒gD͔, which represents the ratio between the jet momentum and the buoyancy forces, emerges as the most relevant parameter characterizing the dynamics of the flow. Two different flow regimes have been observed depending on the Froude number: for sufficiently small Fr, the vortex ring generated initially is pushed radially away by gravity forces before it has time to detach from the shear layer originating at the orifice. On the other hand, when the Froude number is larger than a critical value, FrϾ Fr c ϳ 1, the vortex ring detaches from the injection orifice and propagates downstream into the stagnant ambient followed by a trailing jet until it eventually reaches a maximum penetration depth. In order to clarify the mechanisms leading to the transition between the two regimes, and to gain physical understanding of the formation dynamics of negatively buoyant starting jets, the total and the vortex circulation, as well as the trajectory of the vortex center, have been measured and compared to the case of neutrally buoyant jets. Finally, based on the experimental measurements and on the results of the numerical computations, a kinematic model that successfully describes the evolution of both total circulation and vortex trajectory is proposed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The transient discharge of a jet of the same density and temperature as the ambient has been the subject of many investigations. 1, 2 The interest on transient jets arises from the fact that these flows are found in many industrial applications such as the injection of reactants in combustion chambers or in nature, for instance, as the propulsion mechanism of marine species. Moreover, the study of starting jets is deeply related with the formation of vortex rings. 3 In fact, a typical experimental configuration to generate vortex rings is that of a piston moving inside a cylinder that pushes a certain volume of fluid into a stagnant pool containing the same fluid. 4 Near the injection orifice, the boundary layer rolls up into a vortex ring and, if the piston stroke is long enough, this vortex is followed by a trailing jet that keeps injecting vorticity into the leading vortex. At some point, the leading vortex ring has engulfed enough vorticity to develop a selfinduced velocity faster than the injection velocity, which eventually will lead to its detachment from the trailing jet ͑pinch-off͒. 1 The value of the dimensionless time at which the vortex ring stops entraining vorticity is commonly known as formation number, 1 F, and it is an important characteristic of starting jets, as it determines the maximum size of vortex ring that can be achieved under a given set of conditions. The value of F is typically 4, however, the time evolution of the piston velocity or the velocity profile at the injection orifice can alter this value. 1, 5 Moreover, Zhao et al. 5 and Pawlak et al. 6 indicated that secondary instabilities caused by perturbations in the flow could also lead to variations in the formation number of approximately 20%. When the jet density differs from that of the ambient, buoyancy forces must be taken into account. Positively buoyant jets are generated when the fluid injected upward ͑downward͒ is lighter ͑heavier͒ than the ambient fluid 7 and, therefore, the inertia and buoyancy forces act in the same direction. However, if the buoyancy forces oppose to the inertia forces, one finds negatively buoyant jets or fountains. Plumes and other environmental flows such as volcanic eruptions or certain behavior of clouds are examples where buoyancy affects, by opposing or contributing, to the motion of the fluids. 8 Most of the studies of negatively buoyant jets have been focused on the parameters controlling the penetration height. To measure the maximum penetration distance of turbulent fountains, Turnernumber as Fr= j U j 2 / ͓͑ 0 − j ͒gD͔, while other authors commonly presented their results in terms of the Richardson number Ri= ͑ 0 / j −1͒gD / U j 2 , which relates to our Froude number as Ri= Fr −1 , or in terms of a Froude number given by Fr= U j / ͑g ‫ء‬ D͒ 1/2 with g ‫ء‬ = ͑ 0 / j −1͒g. Thus, to compare with our results, we will express their Richardson or Froude numbers in terms of the Froude number used here. Pantzlaff and Lueptow 7 studied the transient regime of positively and negatively buoyant turbulent jets, with Reynolds numbers varying from 2500 to 21 000. At their lower range of Reynolds numbers, and for negatively buoyant jets corresponding to 125Ͻ FrϽ 3040, they characterized the time evolution of the penetration distance of the jet before reaching the stationary height, around which the jet began to oscillate. Philippe et al. 9 studied negatively buoyant jets at low Reynolds numbers ͑ReϽ 350͒, for which the jet remains slender everywhere except at its head. They proposed a model for the initial phase of penetration, the final height, and the final jet profile and reported a dependence of the final jet penetration with Re at very low Reynolds numbers. In the numerical simulations by Lin and Armfield, 10 where the Reynolds number varied in the range 200Ͻ ReϽ 800, they also acknowledged the existence of a maximum penetration height before reaching the stationary value. However, in their work the dependence of the final height of the fountain with the Reynolds number was found to be very weak.
Cresswell and Szczepura 11 measured the mean and fluctuating velocity, and temperature profiles using laser Doppler anemometry and thermocouples at the steady state of a negatively buoyant turbulent jet of Re= 5000 and Frϳ 4.9, and showed that there was no similarity profile in any of the regions of the flow and that axial gradients were important and could not be neglected.
Iglesias et al. 12 studied numerically starting gas jets whose temperature was different from that of the ambient, and proposed a model for the total circulation of the jet in absence of gravity. Satti and Agrawal 13 were also concerned with the variations of vorticity fields due to buoyancy effects in laminar starting jets, although their computational study was focused only on positively buoyant jets.
To our knowledge, most of the studies reported in literature aiming at the understanding of the buoyancy effects have been focused on fully turbulent jets and less interest has been paid to negatively buoyant jets at moderate Reynolds numbers. However, in the cases studied here, the Reynolds numbers were not sufficiently large, 800Ͻ ReϽ 2500, to have a fully developed turbulent starting jet and, consequently, the flow could be considered laminar.
In order to identify the dimensionless parameters affecting the dynamics of starting buoyant jets, dimensional analysis can be applied to a characteristic magnitude, i.e., the steady penetration depth, x st . Thus, x st will depend on the jet density, j , the ambient density, 0 , the jet viscosity, j , the ambient viscosity, 0 , the mean injection velocity, U j , the diameter of the injection orifice, D, and the gravitational acceleration, g,
Forming dimensionless groups the equation above yields
͑2͒
In the experimental setup employed in this work the ambient-to-jet density ratio, 0 / j , could not be modified independently from the Reynolds and Froude numbers. However, the effect of 0 / j in the flow conditions explored is expected to be negligible. Indeed, the density ratio was never varied more than 30%, which, according to Iglesias et al., 12 is small to induce significant differences in the flow, of the order of those obtained in this work varying the Froude number.
To evaluate the effect of the Reynolds number, several experiments and simulations were performed varying the Reynolds number while keeping constant the Froude number. In agreement with the results of previous investigations in homogeneous jets, the effect of the Reynolds number is negligible at large Re. For the same reason, the ambient-tojet viscosity ratio, 0 / j , is not expected to have an important role in the formation of negatively buoyant jets under the conditions explored in this work. Finally, as the difference of density of the fluids is caused by the different composition, the thermal diffusion has been also neglected.
In our study, Sec. II describes the experimental setup and the experimental techniques used to perform the measurements. Section III includes experimental visualizations of the time evolution of the jet for different Froude numbers. A description of the numerical method used is detailed in Sec. IV and the most important results and conclusions are summarized and discussed in Secs. V-VII.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
To generate jets under well defined conditions, a computer controlled piston moving inside a vertical cylinder was used to inject downward different ethanol/water solutions into an acrylic tank filled with fresh water ͑ambient fluid͒. The fluid inside the cylinder discharged into the tank through a circular orifice placed at the center of the upper wall, whose diameter could be varied among fixed values, i.e., D = 2, 1.5, and 1 cm ͑see Fig. 1͒ . To avoid any effect of the tank walls on the dynamics of the jet, its dimensions, 60ϫ 60ϫ 100 cm 3 , were much larger than the characteristic diameter of the jet. The tank was hermetic except for the orifice and four windows located near the bottom, built with the aim of evacuating the ambient fluid at a rate equal to the injected volumetric flow rate. These windows connected with an open water pool where the tank was fully submerged.
Besides the orifice diameter and the jet injection velocity, the jet density was also varied in the experiments to obtain the desired range of nondimensional parameters characteristic of buoyant jets. To do so, the cylinder was filled with ethanol/water solutions with alcohol concentrations varying from 4% to 100% in weight, thus allowing dimensionless density differences in the range 10 −4 Ͻ⌬ / j Ͻ 3 ϫ 10 −1 , with ⌬ = 0 − j . A guillotine, flush to the wall, was necessary to fill the feeding cylinder with the desired solution, but once the cylinder was filled, the guillotine was open and the water inside the tank was left to become quiescent.
Properly choosing the jet injection velocity, U j , the orifice diameter, D, and the jet density, j , the jet Reynolds number could be varied from 800 to 2500, whereas the densimetric Froude number ranged from 0.2Ͻ Fr to Fr= ϱ, this latter value corresponding to jets of the same density as that of the ambient fluid, j = 0 . Notice that Fr= ϱ, which corresponds to a Richardson number equal to zero, is not necessarily associated to a high Reynolds number and represents a homogeneous jet, i.e., a jet that discharges into a stagnant pool of the same liquid. Table I shows the values of the physical and dimensionless parameters of the experiments presented in this work. To check the repeatability of the experimental results, each session of experiments was performed several times under the same conditions.
Due to the initial acceleration of the piston the stationary exit velocity was not instantaneously reached but it was achieved after a short period of time, t 1 . The mean exit velocity can therefore be written as
where t 1 is the acceleration time. Thus, to take into account this initial acceleration phase, the time was made dimensionless using the following expression:
which measures the volume injected in a time t, and it is equivalent to the definition used by Gharib et al. 1 A continuous 5 W argon-ion laser was used to illuminate the flow. The laser beam was conducted through a series of lenses and mirrors to obtain a thin laser sheet accurately aligned with the jet axis and parallel to two of the tank sidewalls. A high-speed camera, RedLake system X3+, was employed to record the development and evolution of the jet. Besides being used for visualization purposes, consecutive image frames were also analyzed, using high-speed particle image velocimetry ͑PIV͒ to obtain the velocity fields in a symmetry plane of the jet. The combination of the continuous laser and the high-speed camera allowed us to obtain a high temporal resolution. Images were recorded at 250 frames/s with a resolution of 1024ϫ 1280 pixels, which allowed the visualization of the jet up to ten orifice diameters downstream from the origin. However, in some experiments, where larger magnifications were required, only an area of a few diameters was imaged.
Interrogation windows of 32ϫ 32 pixels with 50% overlap were typically used in the PIV analyses performed to compute the velocity fields from the high-speed movies. This enabled measurements of velocity fields with spatial resolutions always better than 2.5 mm, this value corresponding to the observation of ten diameters using the widest orifice. Since the PIV technique requires the presence of visible tracer particles in the flow, the water filling the tank, as well as the ethanol/water solution were seeded with neutrally buoyant, hollow glass spheres ͑Potters Particles Inc. of mean density of 1.1 g / cm 3 ͒.
III. FLOW VISUALIZATIONS
Flow visualizations of four jets with Reynolds number Re= 1000 at different Froude numbers are displayed in Fig. 2 for the same dimensionless times, namely, t ‫ء‬ = tU j / D =1, 2, 4, and 6 respectively, which expressed in terms of Eq. ͑4͒, with t 1 U j / D = 2, correspond to t= 0.25, 1, 3, and 5. The visualizations were obtained using a laser sheet as light source and recording the light scattered by the seeding particles introduced in the jet. A high contrast was obtained by increasing the concentration of particles in the jet with respect to that of the ambient fluid. In addition, the slightly different refraction indices of the ethanol/water mixtures helped to delimit the jet's boundary in the images. A visualization of a jet of density equal to that of the ambient fluid, Fr= ϱ, can be seen in the first row, Figs. 2͑a͒-2͑d͒. The formation of the leading vortex and of secondary instabilities in the trailing jet can be observed as the vortex head moves downward. In this case, all the snapshots show the heading vortex still connected to the jet, although the starting point of the pinch-off process can be inferred in with a vortex ring at its front, whereas for small values of Fr, no jet is formed at all. Note that at Froude numbers Fr= 5 ͓Figs. 2͑e͒-2͑h͔͒ and Fr= 2 ͓Figs. 2͑i͒-2͑l͔͒, the formation of the leading vortex ring, similar to the case of the homogeneous jet, can be easily identified. However, comparing to the case of Fr= ϱ, in these cases the jet moves slower, and it may even stop before the axial symmetry is lost. Nevertheless the existence of a vortex ring at the front of the jet is clear. Another interesting aspect is the production of small vortices of lighter fluid that are convected toward the top of the tank. Observe one of these vortices, clearly identified on the top wall in Fig. 2͑l͒ , moving radially outward. Again the appearance of secondary trailing vortices in the jet is evident. Furthermore, it has been noticed in some cases an oscillatory motion around the maximal penetration depth, as described by Turner, 8 while in other cases the axial symmetry was lost before it happened.
Flow visualizations at t= 0.25, 1, 3, and 5, respectively. First row ͓͑a͒-͑d͔͒ corresponds to Fr= ϱ, second ͓͑e͒-͑h͔͒, third ͓͑i͒-͑l͔͒, and fourth ͓͑m͒-͑p͔͒ to Fr= 5, Fr= 2, and Fr= 0.5, respectively ͑experiments A, D, E, and F in Table I͒ . The diameter of the orifice is marked, as well as the axial distance measured in diameters. To visualize the jet a higher particle seeding concentration was introduced into the piston. The jet Reynolds number is approximately 1000 in the four cases.
If the Froude number is small enough ͓see Figs. 2͑m͒-2͑p͔͒, the vortex ring produced at the beginning of the piston motion is not able to travel downward and remains close to the wall, forming a caplike type of flow. The formation of this vortex ring is clear in the visualizations and it can be detected with PIV analysis as well as in the numerical simulations, as it will be shown in Sec. V. The vortex ring is not able to penetrate into the ambient due to the buoyancy forces, and it is pushed toward the top wall, where it begins to move radially as a second vortex forms at the front position. So as in the cases described above, there is also vortex shedding from the vortex head. As the injection of fluid from the cylinder continues, the flow spreads radially and the vortices travel near the top wall.
As a summary, there seems to exist a critical Froude number, Fr c , that distinguishes two different flow regimes: a regime at FrϾ Fr c where it can be observed the formation of a vortex ring followed by a trailing jet and a regime at FrϽ Fr c where no jet is formed at all. This critical Froude number has a value close to unity, as described later on in Sec. V.
IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
To perform the numerical simulations the unsteady, laminar Navier-Stokes equations in cylindrical coordinates were integrated using a finite volume technique. The energy equation was not used since the temperature was not included in our study and hence, only the continuity, Eq. ͑5͒, momentum, Eqs. ͑6͒ and ͑7͒, and species conservation, Eq. ͑8͒, equations were solved,
͑8͒
In Eqs. ͑5͒-͑8͒ u x and u r are the axial and radial components of the velocity, ͑t , x , r͒ and ͑t , x , r͒, which depend on time, t, as well as on the axial, x, and radial position, r, are the density and viscosity of the ethanol/water solution, ⌽ is the diffusion coefficient, and X is the mass fraction of one of the fluids. A first order scheme was used to model the temporal terms, and the time step was dynamically changed based on the truncation error associated with the temporal integration scheme. The convective derivatives were modeled with a segregated method and a second-order implicit scheme whereas for the diffusion terms a central-differenced secondorder accurate scheme was used. The gravitational term was not negligible and, consequently, had to be also implemented. A scheme from the family of the SIMPLE algorithms was used for the coupling of pressure and velocity.
The numerical domain consisted of a rectangular grid of size 10D in the radial direction and 20D in the axial direction: The simulations were stopped long before the front of the jet reached any of the boundaries. An initial grid of more than 30 000 cells, especially refined near the jet exit was dynamically adapted as the jet developed using a pressure gradient criterion. Tests were performed to check that the grid was suitable for this problem by mesh refinement ͑the same method was also used to test the suitability of the time step͒. Table II summarizes the characteristic dimensionless parameters of the numerical simulations reported in this work.
At time t = 0 the fluid was considered to be at rest with density, 0 , and viscosity, 0 , specified for the ambient fluid. Previous studies have focused on the effects of the velocity profile and the time evolution of the piston velocity at the jet exit on the vorticity and on the total circulation of the jet. 5, 6, 14 In our simulations, to clearly identify the effects of negative buoyancy from any other parameters, we imposed a uniform and time-independent velocity profile at the injection orifice, U j . The density, j , and the viscosity, j , were determined using a polynomial fit to the experimental data collected by Weast 15 to take into account their nonlinear behavior of the fluid properties when ethanol and water are mixed. The diffusion coefficient of ethanol in water obtained from Perry and Green 16 was also used in the calculations, ⌽ = 1.28ϫ 10 −9 m 2 / s. To check the relevance of having a nonlinear dependence of the mixture properties with the ethanol concentration, we compared the results obtained from numerical simulations performed using the real functions of density and viscosity with those given using linearly varying properties. However, the results obtained in both cases were nearly identical on the time scales of interest.
A sketch of the numerical domain with the boundary conditions imposed can be observed in Fig. 3 . Nonslip velocity was fixed at the upper boundary ͑wall͒ and static pressure was imposed at the boundary opposed to the jet exit and at the lateral boundary ͑outlet͒. Finally symmetry conditions were imposed on the axis ͑symmetry͒.
V. EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
The most important parameters of negatively buoyant jets have been obtained experimentally through the analysis of the acquired images and compared to the simulations performed with the numerical method described above.
A. Front position and penetration depth
The jet front position, defined as the position of the head of the vortex, was automatically obtained from the experimental images, using a gray threshold. All the experiments displayed in Fig. 4 were carried out for different Froude numbers keeping the Reynolds number close to 1000. Note that a steady state is reached for experiments with small Froude number, FrϽ 1, for which the final penetration depth remains constant. Generally, this happens after the transient regime, where the maximum penetration depth is achieved before the jet drops to the constant depth. For intermediate Froude numbers, 1 Ͻ FrϽ 3, no stationary penetration distance is reached: For times longer than those represented in Fig. 4 the front oscillated around a fixed position before loosing its symmetry. Finally, for larger Froude numbers the imaged area was too small to observe this behavior. Table I Finally, for Fr high enough the final penetration depth scales as x st ‫ء‬ ϳ Fr 1/2 , although it should be pointed out that in this latter regime no steady position is reached, and the results correspond to the mean value around which the jet front oscillates. We have also represented as an inset in this figure the stationary penetration depth versus the Froude number obtained from our measurements at FrϽ 1, to show its linear dependence, x st ‫ء‬ ϳ Fr. Notice that our results agree with those reported by Kaye and Hunt, 17 Friedman and Katz, 18 and Zhang and Baddour 19 in the same range of Froude numbers. However, no evidence has been found of any relationship between the penetration depth and the Reynolds number for the cases studied here.
B. Vortex head position
The leading vortex location was calculated as the point of maximum vorticity ͑the details of the vorticity calculation are given in Sec. V C͒. To locate the vorticity peak, an estimation of fractional displacement method, which consists of a parabolic-fit estimator, 22 was used. Like the penetration depth, the axial position of the leading vortex, x v ‫ء‬ , is strongly influenced by the Froude number ͓see Fig. 6͑a͔͒ , not only because the maximum axial position corresponds to the largest Froude number but also because the velocity of the vortex ring decreases with time faster when the Froude number decreases. On the contrary, the final radial position, r v ‫ء‬ , is soon reached in all cases, meaning that the vortex is not growing radially, as shown in Fig. 6͑b͒ . Thus, the dependence of the radial position of the leading vortex with the Froude number is relatively small compared to that of the axial position. It is important to notice that the axial and radial locations of the vortex ring in the case of the smallest Froude number shown in this figure, Fr= 0.5, does not refer to the initial vortex formed when the piston begins to move, but to the vortex that, at each instant of time, is in front of the jet.
C. Vorticity fields
A five point least-square method, proposed by Raffel et al. 23 and Acosta-Iborra, 24 was used to calculate the out-ofplane dimensionless vorticity from the velocity measurements for the cases where the characteristic size of the vortex was sufficiently large, Figure 7 shows the experimental dimensionless vorticity contours of the jets displayed in Fig. 2. Figures 7͑a͒-7͑d͒ show the evolution of the out-of-plane vorticity for the homogeneous jet. The formation of the vortex head can be observed during the initial instants followed by the generation of secondary vortices as time evolves. During the time that the vortex head has been tracked, the vortex ring remains attached to the trailing jet and, consequently, there is a continuous injection of vorticity from the jet into the leading vortex. As described by Carter et al., 25 the vortex ring has an initial round shape but as it engulfs more vorticity its shape changes toward a more elliptic one.
The vorticity contours of the jet at Fr= 5 are displayed in Figs. 7͑e͒-7͑h͒. Notice that initially the vorticity distribution is similar to that of the homogeneous jet, however, at longer times, it is observed a faster formation of the secondary instabilities and a more concentrated distribution of vorticity in the trailing jet. Another phenomenon that takes place as time evolves is the generation of a vorticity layer of negative sign surrounding the vortex ring. Since this layer contains fluid of density lower than that of the ambient fluid, it is pushed upward by the buoyancy forces until it eventually reaches the top wall. It will be shown later on in Sec. VI that this negative vorticity has a baroclinic origin, and therefore we will refer to it, from now on, as baroclinic vorticity.
The evolution of vorticity for a jet at Fr= 2 has been represented in Figs. 7͑i͒-7͑l͒ . As in the case of Fr= 5, during the initial times while the vortex ring is being formed, the vorticity contours are similar to those for Fr= ϱ. However, at larger times several differences can be observed: ͑1͒ as was already described above, the vortex head moves slower than in the homogeneous case and, more importantly, ͑2͒ the baroclinic vorticity layer, of opposite sign to that of the vortex head, clearly develops at the outside of the jet. This layer is generated at the front of the leading vortex and travels upstream faster than the vortex head itself, reaching the top of the tank and expanding radially along the upper wall.
Finally, the extreme case is shown in Figs. 7͑m͒-7͑p͒ for Fr= 0.5. In this case, the vortex head has no time to fully develop before it is pushed away in the radial direction. Meanwhile another vortex ring is formed which will not be able to fully develop either and the same process is repeated over and over.
In addition to the experimental measurements of the vorticity fields described above, the vorticity was also calculated from the velocity fields obtained in the numerical simulations, as = ͑‫ץ‬u r / ‫ץ‬x − ‫ץ‬u x / ‫ץ‬r͒. The vorticity contours of four jets with ReӍ 1000 and different Froude numbers are shown in Fig. 8 at the same nondimensional times as in Fig. 7 .
The evolution of the vorticity of a homogeneous jet, Fr= ϱ, has been represented in Figs. 8͑a͒-8͑d͒ . The formation of the vortex head during the initial instants, followed by the jet, can be seen as time evolves. The vortex ring remains attached to the trailing jet and, consequently, there is a continuous injection of circulation from the jet into the leading vortex. Since the flow was not artificially perturbed there are no secondary instabilities in any of the cases.
The appearance of the baroclinic vorticity is clear in the vorticity fields of the lighter jets. In Figs. 8͑e͒-8͑h͒ the vorticity fields of a jet with Fr= 7 have been plotted. The baroclinic vorticity layer surrounding the leading vortex ring is clear at the largest time shown, t= 5. In Figs. 8͑i͒-8͑l͒ this vorticity layer of opposite sign is identified at shorter times, and even at an earlier stage it can be visualized in the case of the subcritical jet ͓Figs. 8͑m͒-8͑p͔͒.
D. Total circulation, vortex circulation, and formation number
The total circulation was calculated as the integral of the axial velocity along the integration domain as
where C is the curve enclosing surface S 0 ͑see Fig. 15͒ . Several experiments were carried out in order to determine the influence of the Froude number on the total circulation. Figure 9 represents the time evolution of the dimensionless total circulation of the jet for different values of the Froude number obtained experimentally as well as from the numerical simulations. The differences between the numerical results and the experiments are mainly caused by the different velocity profiles at the exit of the orifice, as well as by the different time evolutions of the piston velocity in our experiments. The important aspect shown in Fig. 9 is the different evolution of ⌫ ‫ء‬ as the Froude number decreases. In Table I͒ .
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Marugán-Cruz, Rodríguez-Rodríguez, and Martínez-Bazán Phys. Fluids 21, 117101 ͑2009͒ fact, it can be observed that at FrϽ 1 the total circulation reaches a maximum at t= 1 and later on decreases toward a constant value of approximately ⌫ ‫ء‬ = 0.5. Another interesting characteristic of starting jets is the formation number, F, defined as the dimensionless time, F = t f U j / D, at which the circulation injected by the discharging jet is equal to the circulation that the vortex head will have once it eventually detaches. 1 As already mentioned, to calculate the circulation of the vortex ring, it must be disconnected from the trailing jet. Consequently, we considered the pinch-off time to be the instant at which the vorticity contour line ‫ء‬ = 1 enclosed the vortex core, and estimated the vortex circulation as the circulation inside that contour line. Previous studies have shown that for neutrally buoyant jets, the formation number, F, can vary depending on the velocity profile and the time evolution of the piston velocity. 5, 6, 14 For our experimental setup the formation number for Fr= ϱ varied between 2.5 and 3.5 as can be deduced from Fig. 10 . This figure also shows that the evolution of the total circulation of the jet does not depend on the Reynolds number, at least, in the range of Reynolds numbers studied in this work. In the case of light jets, FrϽϱ, one would expect the leading vortex to have a higher circulation since it disconnects from the trailing jet later than in the case of homogeneous jet; however, we have observed a different behavior. Table II͒ ; the solid symbols represent the experimental results ͓experiments G ͑Fr= 6͒, E ͑Fr= 2͒, and F͑Fr= 0.5͒ in Table I͔. and consequently the formation number, is substantially smaller in the negatively buoyant jet ͓F͑Fr= ϱ͒ = 3 versus F͑Fr= 7͒ =1͔.
For jets of Froude number smaller than a critical value close to unity, FrϽ Fr c ϳ 1, the formation number has no meaning since there is no trailing jet and the vortex head is connected to the emerging fluid because of the buoyancy forces ͓see Fig. 2͑p͔͒ .
VI. DISCUSSION
Observation of the visualizations and vorticity contours shown in Secs. III and V suggests the existence of two different flow regimes: ͑1͒ a first regime where the leading vortex ring does not have time to develop before it is pushed radially away from the vorticity layer and ͑2͒ a second regime where a trailing jet forms before the vortex ring reaches the maximum penetration depth. The transition between these two regimes seems to take place around a critical Froude number of Fr c ϳ 1. However, the mere examination of the visualizations is not sufficient to provide a quantitative characterization of what changes in the flow field when the transition occurs. In what follows, the trajectories of the vortex centers are analyzed with the aim of characterizing this transition and providing a clear definition of both subcritical and supercritical flows.
A. Vortex location
A close examination of Fig. 6 reveals that at short times, tՅ 1, the axial vortex position does not depend on the Froude number, indicating that buoyancy effects are nearly negligible during the initial instants of time. Indeed, it is reasonable to assume that buoyancy effects will not take place until the acceleration due to the reduced gravity, g ‫ء‬ = ⌬g / j , has time to induce a velocity comparable to the jet injection velocity, U j . Thus, we can define a gravitational time, t g , as
In other words, the effect of the reduced gravity will become important after a dimensionless time of the order of the Froude number, t ‫ء‬ ϳ t g ‫ء‬ = Fr. With this idea in mind, we can decompose the vortex location for any Froude number at a given time as the sum of the vortex location for a homogeneous jet of Fr= ϱ, x v͑ϱ͒ , plus a term that accounts for the displacement caused by gravity, x v = x v͑ϱ͒ + x v,g ‫.ء‬ Moreover, if the velocity induced by gravity at a time t is of the order g ‫ء‬ t, the leading vortex of a light jet will deviate from the position of the leading vortex of a homogeneous jet a distance x v,g ‫ء‬ ϳ −1 / 2g ‫ء‬ t 2 , the minus sign indicating that gravity opposes the momentum flux in the case of light jets. Thus, the vortex location can finally be given by x v = x v͑ϱ͒ − 1 2 ␣g ‫ء‬ t 2 , which can be expressed in dimensionless form as
where ␣ is a proportionality constant of order unity. To confirm this conjecture, the left hand side of Eq. ͑12͒ has been plotted versus the dimensionless time t/ Fr in Fig. 12 . It can be shown in this figure that the numerical results collapse remarkably well onto a parabola ͑t/ Fr͒ 2 as the model provided in Eq. ͑12͒ predicts. Here, in the numerical simulations t= t ‫ء‬ since the flow is impulsively started, whereas the initial piston acceleration has been taken into account in the experimental measurements. Notice that although the experimental results seem to follow the same trend for t/ Frտ 2, some disagreement is observed at shorter times, presumably due to the effect of the velocity profile and the perturbations in the flow.
Moreover, the time evolution of the axial position of the leading vortex obtained from the numerical simulations for different Froude numbers has also been plotted in Fig. 13 . It is interesting to point out that for the subcritical cases, FrϽ 1, all the time evolutions of the axial vortex position, scaled with the Froude number, x v ‫ء‬ / Fr, collapse onto a single curve when the time is as well rescaled with the Froude number, t/ Fr. However, the time evolution of the vortex location depends on the Froude number in the supercritical cases, FrϾ 1. Note also that the collapse observed at FrՅ 1 is only compatible with Eq. ͑12͒ provided that the vortex location for Fr= ϱ is of the form x v͑ϱ͒ ‫ء‬ = V 0 t ‫ء‬ . Thus, in such cases Eq. ͑12͒ can be expressed as
indicating that the leading vortex starts moving at a constant speed, V 0 , independently of the Froude number.
When the negative velocity induced by gravity effects is comparable to the velocity of the leading vortex ring of the homogeneous jet ͑Fr= ϱ͒, the penetration depth nearly reaches its maximum value. This occurs at times tϷ 2.5 Fr ͑see Fig. 13͒ and it explains also the collapse of the x v ‫ء‬ / Fr− t/ Fr curves observed for FrՅ 1, displayed in Fig.  13 . Indeed, the examination of the time evolution of the vortex ring position for the homogeneous case, shown in Fig. 14, reveals that it starts moving at a nearly constant speed until tϷ 2. Afterward it exhibits an acceleration stage, until it reaches its final speed, at approximately tϷ 6 ͑V ϱ Ϸ 0.5 according to the slug-flow model 3 ͒. Therefore, for starting jets such that the leading vortex ring reaches its maximum penetration before this acceleration stage occurs, the assumption of constant velocity, x v͑ϱ͒ ‫ء‬ = V 0 t ‫ء‬ , describes fairly well the observed x v ‫ء‬ / Fr− t/ Fr trajectories. Notice that this condition is equivalent to FrՇ 1. On the contrary, those vortices that still have not been significantly affected by gravity at tϷ 2, feel the acceleration stage and thus do not satisfy the condition of constant initial velocity V 0 . For these cases Eq. ͑13͒ is no longer valid and the x v ‫ء‬ / Fr− t/ Fr curves depend on the Froude number.
To clarify this point, vertical ͑i.e., constant time͒ lines have been plotted in Fig. 14 indicating the time at which the vortices corresponding to different Froude numbers reach their maximum penetration depth. Notice that vertical lines, corresponding to subcritical cases, are placed at times when the velocity of the homogeneous vortex ring has not changed significantly with respect to its initial value.
A possible explanation for the acceleration stage of the vortex ring for Fr= ϱ is that at the beginning of the stage, the vortex has engulfed enough vorticity to exhibit a selfinduced velocity faster than the initial convective one, V 0 . Therefore, vortex rings of different Froude numbers show coincident values of their axial locations during these first instants, however, subcritical vortices never reach this selfinduced velocity because gravity forces push them away before this can occur. Table II͒ and symbols to experimental data ͑Fr= 1 corresponds to experiment J, 2 to E, 3 to H, and 5 to D in Table I͒ . The black solid line has a slope of 2. Note that t= t ‫ء‬ in the numerical simulations. To conclude this section, a final comment must be made about the apparent universality of the vortex gravitational acceleration factor, ␣, used in Eq. ͑12͒, that leads to the collapse of the different curves shown in Fig. 12 . It has been shown in numerical simulations that the average density of the leading vortex ring is not j but a value between j and 0 due to the entanglement of jet and ambient fluid patches in the vortex core and to molecular mixing. Therefore, it should be more appropriate to say that the actual acceleration acting on the vortex is ␣g ‫ء‬ rather than g ‫ء‬ , where ␣ Ͻ 1. The value obtained from Fig. 12 is relatively low, about ␣ Ϸ 0.1, indicating that the vortex ring entrains more ambient fluid than it does from the jet. Furthermore, the fact that this parameter is nearly constant for all Froude numbers, density ratios and Reynolds numbers explored in this work indicate that the proportions in which the jet and ambient fluids are mixed are almost unaffected by these parameters. It is important to remark that this parameter ␣ must not be understood as the actual mixing ratio existing inside the vortex ring but as a free parameter obtained by fitting the kinematic model described by Eq. ͑12͒ to the numerical and experimental data. The parameter ␣ would be exactly the mixing ratio only if the vortex ring was a nondeformable object of constant size, which obviously is not the case during its formation process, when the vortex grows and changes its shape as a result of the vorticity redistribution occurring through this stage. Therefore, the value ␣ = 0.1 does not mean that the final composition of the vortex ring is 10% jet fluid and 90% ambient fluid.
B. Evolution of the total circulation
The assumption that the vortex location can be expressed as the location of the starting jet at Fr= ϱ, plus a term that accounts for the effect of the Froude number can also be extended to describe the evolution of the circulation reported in Sec. V for finite Froude numbers. The vorticity equation in an axisymmetric, high Reynolds number, laminar flow with nonuniform density is given by 12 ‫ץ‬ ‫ץ‬t
͑14͒
can be integrated over the total fluid volume, V, and divided by 2 to yield d dt
where in the first and third terms, the differential volume has been substituted by dV =2rdrdx, transforming the volume integral into a surface integral over a constant-surface, S 0 ͑see Fig. 15͒ . The first integral can now be rewritten as
On the other hand, application of Gauss' theorem allows us to write the second integral in Eq. ͑15͒ in the following way:
which represents the net vorticity flux across the control surface S. Furthermore, the only vorticity flux across the integration surface is that occurring through the injection orifice, and does not depend either on the Froude number or on the density ratio. Applying these arguments to the vorticity equation in the case Fr= ϱ, one obtains
Finally, the third integral in Eq. ͑15͒ represents the baroclinic production of vorticity and will be denoted hereafter by d⌫ / dt ͉ bar . Thus, it can be concluded that the difference between the circulation of neutrally buoyant jets and that of nonhomogeneous jets is due to the generation of baroclinic vorticity,
͑19͒
In order to estimate the baroclinic production occurring for FrϽϱ, the same reasoning described by Iglesias et al. 12 can be followed. First of all, since in our experiments and simulations the Reynolds and Schmidt numbers are large, it is assumed that the density gradients, and thus baroclinic production, is confined to the jet-ambient interface, and the corresponding surface integral in Eq. ͑15͒ must be only evaluated along a thin layer surrounding the interface ͑see Fig. 15͒ . This integral can be easily calculated using a new system of coordinates ͑n , l͒, where n is the normal to the density interface and l is the coordinate tangent to this inter- face. In this new coordinate system, and according to the hypothesis that density variations occur only at n = 0, the baroclinic integral can be expressed as
where 0 is the density of the outer fluid and x f represents the axial position of the jet front, l = 0. Here the pressure at x = 0 can be set to zero without loss of generality and the pressure at x = x f can be assumed to be p͑x f ,0͒Ϸ 0 gx f . Indeed, the pressure at this point is expected to differ from that of a point located at the same x = x f , but far away from the axis, r → ϱ, in an amount of the order j U j 2 Ӷ 0 gx f , as shown by
It should be kept in mind that the parameter ⌬ / 0 is typically small in all the cases investigated here, specially for FrϾ 1. Using the above assumption Eq. ͑20͒ reduces to
Since initially the front position, x f , does not depend on the Froude number and advances at a nearly constant speed proportional to U j , x f ‫ء‬ ϳ t ‫ء‬ , one obtains
Fr . ͑23͒ Figure 16 shows the dimensionless circulation difference, ͑⌫ Fr=ϱ ‫ء‬ − ⌫ ‫ء‬ ͒ / Fr as a function of t/ Fr in a logarithmic plot. It can be observed that for short times it follows the trend ͑⌫ Fr=ϱ ‫ء‬ − ⌫ ‫ء‬ ͒ / Frϳ͑t/ Fr͒ 2 predicted by the model, provided in Eq. ͑23͒. For larger times, t/ Frտ 2.5, the baroclinic production slows down and starts increasing linearly with time ͑see Fig. 16͒ . Examination of Fig. 13 reveals that this change in slope coincides with the time when the leading vortex location, and therefore the jet's front, reaches a maximum penetration, thus d⌫ / dt ͉ bar becomes constant in agreement with the proposed model.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Negatively buoyant starting jets have been studied experimentally and numerically in order to clarify the role of buoyancy forces in their development. When the Reynolds number is large enough and the density and viscosity ratios are close to unity, the densimetric Froude number, Fr, emerges as the only relevant parameter of the flow. The evolution of a number of important jet features such as the trajectory of the leading vortex ring, formation number, final penetration depth, as well as the vorticity fields and total circulation have been analyzed for starting jets with different Froude numbers and compared to the case of neutrally buoyant jets.
A first conclusion of the study is the existence of two different flow regimes: For Froude numbers larger than about Fr c ϳ 1, the leading vortex ring detaches from the injection orifice and advances downstream into the stagnant ambient followed by a trailing jet, eventually reaching a maximum penetration depth and loosing the axial symmetry for finite Froude numbers. On the other hand, for FrϽ 1, the leading vortex ring is pushed upstream by buoyancy forces and spreads out radially before it has time to develop a selfinduced velocity. Analysis of the leading vortex location history reveals that the transition between these two regimes occurs when the gravitational time, the time that gravity takes to induce a velocity equal to the injection one, is of the order of the vortex ring formation time, D / U j . This condition is equivalent to Frϳ 1. Based on these ideas, a simple model has been proposed to describe the location of the buoyant leading vortex ring as a function of time. The key idea is to decompose the vortex velocity, and thus its position, as the sum of that of the homogenous vortex ring minus a term that accounts for the effect of gravitational acceleration. The model, which only has one free parameter, describes fairly well the trends observed in both simulations and experiments.
Regarding the vorticity fields, the main difference observed when they are compared to the vorticity distribution observed for neutrally buoyant jets is the existence of a layer of opposite sign to the one injected that moves upward due to buoyancy effects. Examination of the vorticity equation reveals that the origin of this negative vorticity layer is the baroclinic production. Furthermore, a model is also proposed to evaluate the baroclinic production and therefore to explain the observed evolution of the total circulation found in the flow.
Finally, the effect of the Froude number on the vortex ring formation number, F, has been evaluated. For FrϾ 1, when this parameter can be defined, the formation number 16 . Contribution of the baroclinic production to the total circulation. The dashed line is the prediction of the model for short times ͑ϳt 2 ͒ whereas the thick solid line goes as ϳt ͑the numerical simulations correspond to the same cases as in Fig. 12͒ .
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Negatively buoyant starting jets Phys. Fluids 21, 117101 ͑2009͒ increases with the Froude number, eventually reaching the range of values reported in literature for the homogeneous case, F ϳ 3 -4. This is consistent with the smaller size of the negatively buoyant vortex rings compared to their neutrally buoyant counterparts. Indeed, as described above, part of the fluid transported by the trailing jet is taken from the vortex ring and moved upward by buoyancy forces during the vortex ring formation process.
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